An electrocardiographic sign of ischemic preconditioning
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Meijs LPB, Galeotti L, Puego EP, Romero D, Jennings RB, Ringborn M, Warren SG, Wagner GS, Strauss DG. An electrocardiographic sign of ischemic preconditioning. Am J Physiol Heart Circ Physiol 307: H80–H87, 2014. First published April 28, 2014; doi:10.1152/ajpheart.00419.2013.—Ischemic preconditioning is a form of intrinsic cardioprotection where an episode of sublethal ischemia protects against subsequent episodes of ischemia. Identifying a clinical biomarker of preconditioning could have important clinical implications, and prior work has focused on the electrocardiographic ST segment. However, the electrophysiology biomarker of preconditioning is increased action potential duration (APD) shortening with subsequent ischemic episodes, and APD shortening should primarily alter the T wave, not the ST segment. We translated findings from simulations to canine to patient models of preconditioning to test the hypothesis that the combination of increased [delta (Δ)] T wave amplitude with decreased ST segment elevation characterizes preconditioning. In simulations, decreased APD caused increased T wave amplitude with minimal ST segment elevation. In contrast, decreased action potential amplitude increased ST segment elevation significantly. In a canine model of preconditioning (9 mongrel dogs undergoing 4 ischemia-reperfusion episodes), ST segment amplitude increased more than T wave amplitude during the first ischemic episode [ΔT/ΔST slope = 0.81, 95% confidence interval (CI) 0.46–1.15]; however, during subsequent ischemic episodes the T wave increased significantly more than the ST segment [ΔT/ΔST slope = 2.43, CI 2.07–2.80] (P < 0.001 for interaction of occlusions 2 vs. 1). A similar result was observed in patients (9 patients undergoing 2 consecutive prolonged occlusions during elective percutaneous coronary intervention), with an increase in slope of ΔT/ΔST of 0.13 (CI –0.15 to 0.42) in the first occlusion to 1.02 (CI 0.31–1.73) in the second occlusion (P = 0.02). This integrated analysis of the T wave and ST segment goes beyond the standard approach to only analyze ST elevation, and detects cellular electrophysiological changes of preconditioning.
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In patients with acute myocardial infarction, a primary therapeutic goal is protection of the area at risk that remains in potentially reversible ischemia, to minimize infarct size and maximize ventricular function (30). Ischemic preconditioning is a form of intrinsic cardioprotection where an episode of sublethal ischemia protects against subsequent episodes of ischemia (30). Identifying electrocardiographic (ECG) signs of preconditioning at the time of patient presentation could have clinical importance in guiding decisions for cardioprotective interventions.

The cellular electrophysiological effects of acute myocardial ischemia have been characterized in experimental studies and integrated in computer simulation models to demonstrate the effect of individual metabolic and ion current changes on the cellular action potential (AP) (27). The principal AP changes (and associated extracellular electrogram changes) occurring during acute ischemia are depolarization of the resting membrane potential (causing TQ segment depression that appears as ST segment elevation), delayed initiation and decreased rate of rise in the AP upstroke (causing increased R wave amplitude), decrease of the AP amplitude (causing ST segment elevation), and shortening of AP duration (APD) (causing increased T wave amplitude) (19, 20). Experimental and simulation studies have shown that changes in extracellular potassium and pH, along with opening of ATP-dependent potassium channels (KATP), can account for the AP changes that occur in acute ischemia (15, 42).

Thus far, clinical studies of preconditioning have focused primarily on ST segment deviation, showing that, during serial ischemia and reperfusion episodes, there is less ST elevation with subsequent occlusions (8, 9, 22, 23, 31). However, APD shortening, which has been demonstrated to increase with preconditioning, results in increased T wave amplitude assuming there are no major delays in depolarization (15, 20).

The purpose of this study was to identify a translational electrophysiological basis for ischemic preconditioning from the basic cellular level to patient ECGs. Therefore, we developed the hypothesis that the combination of increasing T wave amplitude (ΔT) with decreasing ST elevation (ΔST) during subsequent occlusions characterizes ischemic preconditioning in simulations, canine experiments, and patients. This combination was reflected in the ratio between ΔT and ΔST.

Materials and Methods

All experiments involving the use of laboratory animals conform to the guidelines of the American Physiological Society and the standards in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, DHEW Publ. No. NIH 85–23, revised 1985. ECGs from patients were...
obtained from the STAFF III database, originally acquired at the Charleston Area Medical Center and approved by the institutional review board (33, 34).

Simulation model. The simulation program ECGSIM (www.ecgsim.org) version 2.2.1 was used in this study (47). ECGSIM is a software for computer simulations used in research and in education that uses the equivalent surface source model to compute ECG signals on the body surface, as well as electrogams on both the endocardium and epicardium (13, 32, 45, 46, 47). Ischemia was simulated by altering combinations of APD and AP amplitude in a similar fashion as in a prior study on ischemia with ECGSIM (12).

The ECGSIM “normal male” model was used with default parameters. Next, the changes were applied to a 5-cm area around a reference node (ECGSIM index no. 3) on the anterior left ventricular wall near the first left anterior descending (LAD) diagonal artery. The magnitude of the changes decreased linearly from the reference node to zero at the edge of the 5-cm area. The reference node in baseline conditions depolarizes at 47 ms, repolarizes at 308 ms (APD of 261 ms), and has an AP amplitude of 100 mV (~85-mV resting potential, +1.5-mV plateau potential during depolarization). Lead V3 was chosen because changes in the selected ischemic zone have a maximal effect on that lead.

ECG simulation of preconditioning. Experimental epicardial monophasic action potential (MAP) changes during ischemic preconditioning from the prior publication by Shattock et al. (41) were inputted into ECGSIM to simulate human ECGs during preconditioning. That prior study included eight open-chested pigs (20–25 kg body wt) that underwent two cycles of 8 min of LAD coronary artery occlusion (distal to the second major diagonal branch) and 8 min of reperfusion before 60 min of ischemia and 2 h of reperfusion. MAPs were recorded within the ischemic zone via a suction electrode. The authors reported the mean APD and ST segment change at each minute during 8 min of ischemia for each of the three cycles. In ECGSIM, APD was shortened proportionally to the APD changes reported, the plateau potential was reduced by 5 mV for every minute of occlusion down to ~5 mV (extrapolated from experimental results from Cinca et al.), and the resting potential was adapted to have the same electrogram ST changes measured by Shattock et al. (7, 41). One ECG was simulated for each minute of occlusion, and the ECG lead V3 was analyzed to measure ST and T amplitudes.

ECG changes in canine model of preconditioning. Body surface ECGs were analyzed from dogs undergoing a preconditioning protocol previously performed by Murty et al. (30). The methods of these studies were described in prior publications (11, 30, 48). In summary, nine mongrel dogs underwent four cycles of 5 min of occlusion of the left circumflex coronary artery followed by 5 min of reperfusion. Continuously recorded ECGs were analyzed in lead II every 30 s during each occlusion. The ECGs were scanned with a resolution of 600 dpi. ECGScan (AMPLS LLC, Montichiari, Italy) was used to create digital XML-file ECGs. The digital ECGs were analyzed with CaIECG (AMPS) (3, 4). At each time point of 30 s, two consecutive beats were analyzed to obtain a representative beat. ST- and T wave amplitudes were measured from baseline (PR segment) to the peak of the R wave, ST-J point, and the peak of the T wave. The PR segment was chosen as baseline as opposed to the TP segment because the T and P waves merged at faster heart rates (6). When biphasic, the highest positive deflection amplitude of the T wave was measured. If the T wave was completely negative, the negative peak was used. ∆ST and ∆T were measured in reference to the time immediately before each occlusion.

ECG changes in human model of preconditioning. ECGs were analyzed from the subset of nine patients in the STAFF-III database with two or more occlusions of ≥2 min in the same location of the LAD (33, 34). The STAFF-III database includes patients referred for elective balloon PCI at Charleston Area Medical Center (Charleston, WV) from 1995 to 1996. In some patients in this database two consecutive occlusions were performed. Digital 12-lead ECGs were recorded continuously (Siemens-Elema, Solna, Sweden) at baseline and during the procedure. ECGs were analyzed with custom software in Matlab, version R2008a (Mathworks Massachusetts) as previously described (26, 29, 36). The changes in amplitude of the ST segment and T wave (measured from PR segment) were calculated in reference to the time immediately before each occlusion. Of leads V2-V4, the single lead with the highest ST segment change during the first occlusion was chosen for analysis.

Statistical analysis. Linear regression analysis was used to assess the relationship between ∆T and ∆ST during each occlusion in the animal and human studies. The slope of the relationship with the corresponding 95% confidence interval (CI) was reported. Change in slope during subsequent occlusions was assessed by interaction analyses. Two-sided P values < 0.05 were considered significant. Statistical analyses were performed using Stata 11 (StataCorp).

RESULTS

Simulation of human ECGs. Simulated body surface ECGs resulting from changes in APs during ischemia are presented in Fig. 1. Altering the cellular APs in ECGSIM revealed that in leads above the ischemic zone (i.e., V2-V4), reduced AP amplitude led to a flattened, elevated ST segment with minimal T wave amplitude increase (Fig. 1A). Shortened APD caused tall peaked T waves with no change in the ST-J point amplitude (Fig. 1B).

Simulations of human ECGs during preconditioning are shown in Fig. 2. During the first occlusion, the ST-J point amplitude increased significantly more than the T wave amplitude (Fig. 2, A and B), resulting in a flattened ST segment with minimal increase in T wave amplitude. However, in occlusion 2 (Fig. 2, A and C), this reversed and the T wave amplitude increased more than the ST-J point amplitude. ECG changes during occlusion 3 were almost identical to occlusion 2 (Fig. 2, A and D).

ECG measurements of experimental ischemic preconditioning in canine hearts. During the first occlusion in the canine experiments (Fig. 3), ST-J point and T wave amplitudes behaved in line with the simulation experiments. A rapid increase of ST-J point amplitude during the 1st min of occlusion I was accompanied with minimal increase in the T wave amplitude (∆T/∆ST slope = 0.81, 95% CI 0.46–1.15). This relationship reversed during the second occlusion with an increase in slope of ∆T/∆ST to 2.43 (95% CI 2.07–2.80), indicating that the T wave increased significantly more than the ST segment. This varied on an individual basis as to whether the increasing ratio was due to a greater amount of T wave increase, a lesser amount of ST segment increase, or both. ∆T/∆ST stabilized in occlusions 3 and 4 (occlusion 3 slope 3.33, 95% CI 3.00–3.66 and occlusion 4 slope 3.02, 95% CI 2.51–3.53). There was a significant interaction between the slope from occlusion I and each of the subsequent occlusions (P < 0.001 for all). Among occlusions 2, 3, and 4, there was an interaction between occlusions 2 and 3 (P = 0.001), but not for the other comparisons.

ECG measurements of ischemic preconditioning in patients. In the patients undergoing two balloon occlusions of the LAD artery for ≥2 min (Fig. 4), similar patterns were observed as in the porcine and canine experiments. In all nine patients, ST-J point amplitude increased rapidly during the first occlusion with less increase in T wave amplitude. During occlusion 1, the slope between the ∆T wave amplitude and the ∆ST-J point amplitude was 0.13 (95% CI
to whether the increasing treatment was due to a greater amount of T wave increase, a lesser amount of ST segment increase, or both. Thus, if in the ischemic area causing inverted T waves. Thus, if preconditioning has occurred), there is more APD shortening, of T wave amplitude. During subsequent occlusions (after preconditioning is at baseline condition (black) then after changes (red). ECG, electrocardiogram; AP, action potential.

DISCUSSION

The objective of this study was to test the hypothesis that the combination of an increase in T wave amplitude with decreasing ST elevation characterizes ischemic preconditioning from the cellular level in hearts of experimental animals to patient ECGs. To our knowledge, this is the first study that combines the electrophysiological processes of ischemic preconditioning in simulations, canine experiments, and a human study. Human ECGs during preconditioning were simulated by inputting AP values reported from a previous porcine experiment into a human heart and torso model (ECGSIM). We demonstrated the basis for changes in the APs that reduction of the AP amplitude leads to increase of the ST-J point amplitude increased to 1.02 (95% CI 0.31–1.73) (P = 0.02 for interaction of occlusions 2 vs. 1). As in the canine experiments, this varied on an individual basis as to whether the increasing ΔT-to-ΔST ratio with preconditioning was due to a greater amount of T wave increase, a lesser amount of ST segment increase, or both.

large delays in depolarization occur, then shortened APD will not result in increased T wave amplitudes. This may explain some of the interindividual variability.

Physiological relevance. The basis for changes in the APs during ischemia have been investigated extensively. Schulz et al. found during a preconditioning protocol in swine that K\textsubscript{ATP} are activated and result in increased APD shortening and significant reduction of infarct size. Mitochondrial K\textsubscript{ATP} is activated by numerous metabolic processes, of which anoxia, ischemia-induced fall of intracellular ATP concentration, activation of adenosine A1 receptors, and lactate have been reported to be the most significant (16, 37, 38, 39, 43, 44). Blockade of K\textsubscript{ATP} led to normal APD and no reduction of infarct size (39). This finding was confirmed by a study reported by Gross and Auchampach (16). Furthermore, Sanada et al. found that mitochondrial and sarcolemmal K\textsubscript{ATP} channels play independent roles in limiting infarct size by ischemic preconditioning (37, 38).

The importance and pathophysiological basis of tall T waves is not well established. Tall peaked T waves in the absence of ST elevation have long been associated with early ischemia, and their presence has been shown to indicate a good prognosis following acute coronary occlusion (43, 44). In the late 1970s, Kleber et al. made direct simultaneous measurements of APs and extracellular electrograms on the heart surface and showed that the polarity of the local T wave was dependent on the time of repolarization of the ischemic cells relative to repolarization of surrounding normal tissue (19). Early repolarization in the ischemic area from shortened APD caused tall, peaked T waves, whereas late repolarization caused negative T waves (19). Miller and Geselowitz extended those results with computer simulations to show that those AP changes had the same
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Fig. 1. Simulation of individual aspects of ischemia. A: reduction of action potential amplitude. B: shortening of action potential duration. Each panel shows, on the top, the action potential at baseline (black) and after the changes are applied. The part on bottom depicts the extent of the changes on the heart model on the left and the resulting electrocardiogram (ECG) on the right, both at baseline condition (black) then after changes (red). ECG, electrocardiogram; AP, action potential.
effect on 12-lead body surface ECG leads that were directly over the ischemic zone (27). We confirmed the finding that tall peaked T waves may be caused by reduced APD using the computer simulation program ECGSIM (47).

Severe ischemia can affect the duration and terminal portion of the QRS complex. Weston et al. showed that QRS duration increased significantly with higher magnitudes of ST elevation in canine hearts subjected to severe ischemia, whereas QRS
duration prolongation decreased in preconditioned canine hearts as shown by Weston et al. and Floyd et al. (11, 48). This may also occur in patients (10).

Species variability. Our experiments are based on the premise that the biology of the ischemic process is similar in living myocardium of large mammalian hearts, such as the porcine and canine heart, as well as the human heart. In particular, the metabolic and electrophysiological features of ischemia are similar among these species as is the fact that each can be preconditioned with ischemia (35). However, proximal occlusion of a large coronary artery usually produces larger infarcts in the porcine than the canine heart, due to an increase in ischemic arterial flow provided by small arterial collateral connections that are common in dog hearts and absent in pig hearts. Proximal occlusion of a major coronary artery in the pig heart results in a transmural infarct involving 95% or more of the arterial bed supplied by this vessel, whereas a similar result is found in only 10% of dog hearts and occurs in the hearts that have few or no collaterals (18). The impact of collaterals, if they are abundant, is to slow the rate at which necrosis develops as well as the extent of the necrosis. The collateral flow converts a transmural area of severe ischemia in the heart to one localized in the subendocardial myocardium and sometimes midmyocardium as well. The resultant infarction is limited to this region because collateral flow is great enough to prevent death in the epicardial and a variable portion of the midmyocardial region. The surviving reversibly injured tissue in the epicardial region is ischemic and acontractile, but is not sufficiently ischemic to die.

The heart of an average young human adult has few significant collateral connections and is much more like a porcine than a canine heart. However, when coronary artery disease becomes marked and diffuse, collaterals develop in humans (35). Thus, a human heart with severe coronary artery disease is more analogous to the heart of a dog than to that of the pig. By lessening the severity of ischemia, these collaterals have significant beneficial effects relative to e.g., mortality, extent of infarction, and development of cardiac failure. However, as

Fig. 3. A: ΔT vs. ΔST in subsequent occlusions in canine preconditioning experiments. An increase in ΔT/ΔST is graphed in four subsequent occlusions during canine preconditioning. Occlusions 2-4 show a significant increase in ΔT (ΔT > ΔST) compared with occlusion 1 (P < 0.001). B: example body-surface ECGs are presented for occlusion 1 and 2 in one canine subject. There is a large amount of ST elevation and high T wave amplitude during occlusion 1. During occlusion 2, there is greater T wave amplitude increase relative to the amount of ST elevation, reflecting a greater ΔT-to-ΔST ratio.
long as flow is diminished enough to make the tissue ischemic, collaterals do not impact the effects of ischemia on metabolism or electrophysiology. Unfortunately, there is no easy ethical way to study this collateral flow in the human heart. The easiest way to demonstrate collaterals is by injection studies of hearts removed at autopsy. Nevertheless, the fact that subendocardial infarcts are common in human hearts with extensive coronary artery disease and uncommon in the pig hearts is a finding best explained by collateral flow (18, 35).

**Clinical significance.** Identifying patients with a preconditioning state may have implications for treatment decisions of patients with acute myocardial infarction. In the past 15 years, ST segment, T wave, and QRS changes have been incorporated into ECG scoring systems to rate the severity and acuteness of ischemia (1, 5, 40, 49). Sclarovsky et al. and Birnbaum et al. labeled tall T waves without any ST elevation as a sign of less severe ischemia (5, 40). The authors attributed this effect to better collateral circulation. In the light of the present study, these patients may have had intrinsic cardioprotection by preconditioning. Sclarovsky et al. and Birnbaum et al. have shown that patients with tall T waves without any ST elevation have good prognosis, which would likely be attributable to less severe ischemia due to either collaterals or intrinsic cardioprotection, or a combination of both. In addition, Anderson et al. and Wilkins et al. labeled tall T waves as a sign of early ischemia using a scoring system based on normal distribution of the T wave amplitude; however, they did not explain the tall T waves etiology on a cellular AP basis (1, 49). In the present study, in particular by simulating cellular APs in preconditioning, we have shown that one of the earliest signs of ischemia is reduction of APD, leading to an increase in T wave amplitude.

The results of this study reveal a potential ECG biomarker for identifying patients with a state of cardioprotection, which, after further investigation, might influence early decision-making regarding the treatment strategy for ST elevation myocardial infarction (STEMI) patients (2). According to current guidelines, primary PCI should be performed to restore coronary blood flow. Thrombolysis is the second choice as a revascularization therapy because coronary reflow is slower than with PCI and because the inciting pathophysiological process (including plaque rupture, intramural hemorrhage, dissection, and spasm) is not adequately treated (17, 24, 44a). In the present day, PCI is widely available in the Western World; however, rural areas and developing countries have less access to primary PCI centers. It is possible that the presence of intrinsic cardioprotection could influence the decision for transfer to a PCI center. This requires further study.
Preconditioning in dogs delays the onset of myocardial necrosis (30). If preconditioning can be directly translated to humans, infarcts developing in an area that was associated previously with ischemia would result in that myocardium dying more slowly than myocardium not previously exposed to ischemia. As a result, there may be increased time available to salvage the ischemic living myocardium. Also, infarcts preceded by intermittent coronary spasm or thrombosis, alleviated by spontaneous thrombolysis, might develop at a slower rate, which creates time for initiating the earliest possible treatment. It should be emphasized that ischemic preconditioning only delays the onset of lethal necrosis, but does not prevent infarction if reperfusion is not achieved. Only early reperfusion reduces infarct size and the risk of fatal arrhythmia (18, 35). Indeed, in a retrospective analysis of the Thrombolysis in Myocardial Infarction IV trial, Kloner et al. found that preinfarction angina was associated with smaller infarct size and better in-hospital outcome, which they hypothesized was due to preconditioning (21).

Limitations. This study was limited by the small number of patients, and thus the clinical applicability of findings should be viewed as preliminary. However, the concordance of significant findings between simulations, preclinical experiments and clinical studies, despite and respecting the individual differences between the three populations, supports that increasing T wave amplitude with decreasing ST elevation characterizes ischemic preconditioning. The use of simulations comes with a certain degree of uncertainty, due to the limited amount of knowledge about the individual subject’s electrophysiology and to the limits of the simulation environment. In this regard educated estimations had to be made to define details such as location of the ischemic area, the decrease of the depolarization plateau, and how measurements on a porcine heart could be translated to a human model. However, if a single simulated measurement may be unreliable, the trends emerging from multiple simulations are likely to represent a realistic behavior, in particular when in agreement with other experimental data.

Although there is physiological variability in T wave amplitude among leads and patients, normal limits have been well defined in the literature, and clinically used ECG scoring systems have been developed and validated taking this physiological T wave amplitude variability into account (1, 5, 14, 25, 40, 49) Despite the fact that short (2- to 4-min) periods of transmural ischemia are not frequently seen at the time point of patient presentation, recognition of cardioprotection could have clinical importance in the setting of preinfarction angina, which has been documented in the literature (21). At this time it is unknown if our observed changes in the ΔT-to-ΔST ratio persist during prolonged ischemia. This should be the subject of future investigations. Also, future research should extend the observations in patients undergoing elective PCI to patients presenting with STEMI.

In conclusion, the body surface ECG is a biomarker of heart pathophysiology, and quantitative analysis of the ECG can be used to predict changes at the cellular level. Through a combination of simulation, preclinical, and clinical studies, we demonstrated that increasing T wave amplitude with decreased ST elevation characterizes ischemic preconditioning. This integrated ECG analysis goes beyond the standard approach to only analyze ST elevation, which has been shown to be a poor marker of preconditioning. Further research is needed to determine if this ECG sign of preconditioning could help guide reperfusion treatment decisions.
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